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'drum' is one of the more interesting sections. an on-screen drum kit is available, along with a
selection of virtual drums. in addition to midi note data, the instrument provides a 'kick' control that
actually simulates a physical kick pedal, and volume and panning controls. the 'soundlab' section is
somewhat lacking in terms of the number of presets available, but some are very useful and can be
accessed using the browser system. another of virtual guitarist 2's strengths is the ability to apply

multiple effects simultaneously. for example, two chorus/delay settings can be applied
simultaneously, or a reverb and overdrive can be used in conjunction with a distortion effect. effects

can be toggled on and off, and all settings saved and recalled via the browser system. the plug-in
offers support for a wide range of midi effects, including pitch bend, modulation, and velocity. eight

different effects are available, including a toggle-able delay/echo. a note repeat function is also
available, with an adjustable repeat delay and a repeat count. the plug-in also includes a built-in

synthesizer, which can be used to produce notes by playing chords on the guitar neck. although the
use of such a synthesizer is, to say the least, unconventional, it could be used to produce a musical
instrument that is more like a real guitar than the virtual ones that are currently available. the main

drawback of virtual guitarist 2 is the lack of automation. there is no real way of creating and applying
effects using chord symbols. the plug-in also lacks a midi editor/controller, making it impossible to

create completely customized preset setups.
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years. ive been a fan of
music for most of my
life, and ive always

admired the industry
standard of steinberg. its

great to be able to
download some of your
older awesome plugins
again, and to use them.
this is a great tool for
anybody wanting to
learn to play guitar. i
was able to use the
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chords in a single, short
recording session, and
the results were fairly

impressive. real guitar 2l
works in exactly the

same way as the virtual
guitarist 2. i was always

in the mood to add a
little nitty-gritty sound to
some of my songs. my

first attempt at this was
a cheap program from
the 90's called guitarix
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(which sadly is now on
its way out). i was able
to get the guitar chords
for free from a friend of

mine, so i began to
record the guitar chords

in guitarix. the sound
quality was pretty bad,
but i got the basics of
how to record a song. i

had a lot of fun with this
and played it to my

students during guitar
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lessons. i decided to try
a more professional

approach and recorded
guitar in a better sound

studio. after a lot of
practice and sound

recording, i decided to
get a midi keyboard and

a little midi guitar to
simulate what i was
doing on my guitar.

unfortunately, the midi
guitar would not play
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well with the usb midi
setup. i had some friends
who used to be in bands
suggest that i try vsts. i

tried some of the
cheaper vsts, but they

could not playback in my
sound card. i also tried

the more expensive vsts,
but they still could not
play well. i was never
very satisfied with the

vsts, but i had fun trying
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them. i was looking for
something free and easy

to use, so i decided to
try steinberg's virtual

guitarist 2. i have been
using this software to

record guitar for about a
month now and the

results are great! my
friend gave me the

guitar chords and i used
a midi keyboard to

record and playback. i
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am very satisfied with
this software, and i

would recommend it to
anyone looking for a

very simple and easy to
use program.
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